Cerebral blood flow and the thermal properties of the brain: a preliminary analysis.
Safe and effective use of hyperthermia for the treatment of brain tumors requires precise control of the distribution of temperatures (that is, the thermal field) within the tumor and within the adjacent brain. Major influences upon the distribution of temperatures include the passive thermal properties of the brain, such as its specific heat (Cb), and the contribution of cerebral blood flow (CBF). Recently, an electrical-mechanical analog model of heat flow within the brain has been developed from which an expression for CBF has been derived: CBF = Cb/(tau rho c) where tau is the thermal decay constant, rho is the density of blood, and c is its specific heat. To test this model a series of experiments was carried out in adult dogs in which stereotaxically implanted microwave antennas operating at 2450 MHz, fluoro-optical thermometry probes, and platinum electrodes were used to simultaneously measure CBF by thermal washout and hydrogen clearance techniques. The correlation coefficient for estimates of CBF derived by the two methods in 52 paired observations was 0.89. Measurements of CBF were more reliable at increased distances from the microwave antenna, since CBF is sensitive to the degree of temperature elevation (delta T). The ratio of post-heating CBF to pre-heating CBF varies linearly with delta T and has a correlation coefficient of 0.86. When values of CBF determined by the hydrogen clearance method were employed in the above equation, it was possible to derive Cb as 0.70 +/- 0.08 cal/gm-degrees C. Use of this value for Cb in this equation produces estimates of CBF by thermal clearance that are within 10% of the values for CBF as measured by the hydrogen clearance method. It is concluded that this model of thermal flow within the brain may have heuristic value for treatment planning and that microwave antennas and fluoro-optical probes may represent a new methodology for the clinical estimation of CBF. These methods have recently been employed in patients undergoing combined hyperthermia and chemotherapy.